
AppCode User Interface Overview

Hello. In this document I’m going to go over the AppCode user interface and highlight 

areas where it could be improved and made more like a Mac application. I appreciate 

that some of the things mentioned in here may not be easy without resorting to using 

Cocoa or re-writing a lot of stuff, but hopefully it will give an idea of things to look at in 

the future.

The document is split up into 2 sections. The first is about aesthetic issues that make 

AppCode visually look unlike a Mac application. In the second section I’ll go over 

various ways in which AppCode strays from platform standards and conventions, 

causing it to not feel like a Mac app.



Aesthetics

The aesthetics of AppCode can be summed up simply as: It looks like a Windows 

app.  It uses some Mac-like UI elements, but a lot of it feels as though it was just a 

straight Windows port rather than a Mac app. Now for a cross platform app, that’s 

annoying, but slightly understandable, but as AppCode is meant to be Mac only it 

makes sense to try and make it look more like one.

Standard AppCode Window

The most obvious thing when you first open the application is the toolbar. It looks like 

it is added below the titlebar, rather than being part of it like in Cocoa applications. 

Toolbars Items on the Mac are usually large 32x32 icons by default, with optionally 

smaller icons. There is also a label below each item (usually optional), saying what the 

item does.



Xcode 4.0.2

Various other icons in the UI also don’t fit in on the Mac. As an example, the folder 

icons are too wide and too short, compared to the standard folder shape used all 

over the Mac. They also open in a non-natural way. The perspective of open 

folders on the Mac is more straight towards the user.

Many of the boxes in the UI also use the old style box that hasn’t really been used on 

the Mac since 10.2. Ideally if using boxes the more modern shadowed box should be 

used:

   
Old-style box (left) vs modern-style box (right)

One minor thing is showing the project path in the title bar. This information is kind of 

redundant as it can be found from the file proxy



Finally, these are some more subjective, so feel free to ignore them. Firstly the tabs 

don’t look quite right for a mac application.

Safari Tabs

Coda Tabs

TextMate tabs

While all of the tabs above look different, they fit better than the tabs currently in 

AppCode. The two main differences are that the active tab stays the same size, but 

just change colour and the text is a smaller size

The icons above various sections also seem rather cramped and get in the way. Such 

things maybe should be in a context menu rather than always visible



Standards/Conventions

These are some of the areas where the AppCore UI falls short in respecting standards 

and conventions of the Mac.

Toolbars
The button in the top right of a window is meant for showing/hiding the toolbar. At the 

moment AppCode uses this for showing and hiding the breadcrumb bar.

While not incredibly wrong, a good Mac app has no need for basic commands in the 

toolbar, like save, new, open, undo, redo, copy, cut, paste, find, replace etc. These 

have well defined places in menus, with well defined hotkeys. Toolbars should ideally 

be for app specific functions rather than ones that most apps have.

Buttons
The two big issues with buttons are placement and labels. There are lots of “Add” and 

“Remove” buttons, which should really use the standard “+” and “-” icons.

Secondly, the ordering of buttons is wrong. As an example, in the refactoring panel 

you have the buttons ordered as so:

Using OS X conventions they should really be:

The default button is on the right, the cancel is next to it, then the secondary button is 

on the left.



Preferences
The preferences screen is, on the whole, the biggest indication that this isn’t a Mac 

app. It has lots of non-standard UI, and is incredibly cluttered. I’ll go into it in much 

more detail if you want in a separate analysis, but for now I’ll focus on 3 key things:

1. Preferences shouldn’t be modal. I should be able to access the main window while 

the preferences window is up

2. The OK/Cancel/Apply buttons shouldn’t be needed. Preferences in a Mac app 

should almost always apply as soon as you set them, or at least when you close 

the window.

3. You shouldn’t use a table view for the preferences sections. Ideally you should use 

a toolbar, but in this case there are likely too many settings, so something similar to 

System Preferences’ UI might be best.

Tables
The various tables in AppCode suffer from similar problems to many table views in 

Windows apps. Put bluntly, they generally favour ease of implementation over ease of 

use.

The first key failure is re-arranging. On the Mac, if you’re re-arranging a table view, you 

should be using drag & drop. Move Up and Move Down buttons just take up UI and 

actually make it harder to re-arrange.

Secondly, editing should be inline. If I want to edit the text of something it should work 

like re-naming a song in iTunes. I shouldn’t have to click an edit button and have a 

window pop up where I can edit it.

Custom UI
There is a lot of custom UI in AppCode. I’m not going to go over every last little bit, 

but there are some that really stood out to me:

- The file outline view doesn’t work the same was as a standard outline view, in 

particular holding down option when you click a disclosure triangle doesn’t open all 

sub groups, and closing and re-opening a parent row doesn’t maintain the state.



- There are lots of different popup buttons. I can count 5 in the main UI alone. Some 

have gradient selection, some have flat selection. Some have the selection cover the 

whole row, some have the selection only cover the text. And they almost all don’t 

behave like standard pop up buttons, especially in the file encoding pop up, which 

requires clicking to view a sub menu

- The colour picker in the preferences isn’t the standard colour picker, but a custom 

one which is rather awkward to use

App Code Colour Picker



Standard Colour Picker

- The font picker is again not the standard one:

App Code vs Standard font picker

- The Open and Save panels aren’t standard in the export/import settings menu



Misc
Finally, there are various miscellaneous things.

- A lot of menu items are using control, rather than command, for their hotkeys. While 

not necessarily wrong, this should really be limited to less well used menu items, and 

primary items should use command

- There is a lot of the UI that looks like window chrome (i.e. empty space that isn’t in a 

sub view). You should be able to drag a window around by any of the chrome. For 

example, here is all the chrome in a standard AppCode window shaded in red:

- There are an awful lot of modal windows. Ideally these should be displayed as 

sheets, rather than as separate windows, as they’re then linked directly to the 

window.

- Usually in Mac apps, any sort of welcome screen is displayed in a separate window.



Conclusion

Overall, AppCode has a lot of power, but it isn’t necessarily well presented. From an 

aesthetic point of view it is a mixed bag. It doesn’t look completely like a Mac app, but 

it also has hints of Mac-ness about it.

The major problem areas are that behaviours of many controls differ from Cocoa and 

that a lot of the UI feels cluttered with stuff that could either be hidden, removed or 

laid out in a much clearer way.

Hopefully over time these issues can all be addressed. I’d love to see viable 

competition for Xcode, to help push the platform as a whole forward. AppCode does 

a lot of little things that I’ve wanted Xcode to do for a long while, things that make me 

very excited to see it developed further. But the big issue for me is that every time I 

use it, I’m reminded that it isn’t a native Mac app, and I end up getting frustrated and 

going back to Xcode.


